We studied patterns of authorship in computer science (CS) research in the Philippines by using data mining and graph theory techniques on archives of scientific papers presented in the Philippine Computer Science Congresses from 2000 to 2010 involving 326 papers written by 605 authors. We inferred from these archives various graphs namely, a paper-author bipartite graph, a co-authorship graph, and two mixing graphs. Our results show that the scientific articles by Filipino computer scientists were generated at a rate of 33 papers per year, while the papers were written by an average of 2.64 authors (maximum=13). The frequency distribution of the number of authors per paper follows a power-law with a power of ϕ = −2.04 (R 2 = 0.71). The number of Filipino CS researchers increases at an annual rate of 60 new scientists. The researchers have written an average of 1.42 papers (maximum=20) and have collaborated with 3.70 other computer scientists (maximum=54). The frequency distribution of the number of papers per author follows a power law with ϕ = −1.88 (R 2 = 0.83). This distribution closely agrees with Lotka's law of scientific productivity having ϕ ≈ −2. The number of co-authors per author also follows a power-law with ϕ = −1.65 (R 2 = 0.80). These results suggest that most CS papers in the country were written by scientists who prefer to work alone or at most in small groups. These also suggest that few papers were written by scientists who were involved in large collaboration efforts. The productivity of the Philippines' CS researchers, as measured by their number of papers, is positively correlated with their participation in collaborative research efforts, as measured by their number of co-authors (Pearson r = 0.7425). The Filipino CS scientists follow a low dissortative mixing when choosing a collaborator either in terms of the collaborator's number of papers (r = −0.1015), or its * http://www.ics.uplb.edu.ph/jppabico number of co-authors (r = −0.0398). This means that a Filipino CS researcher with high numbers of papers and co-authors chooses a collaborator whose numbers of papers and co-authors are low.
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INTRODUCTION
The patterns of authorship of scientific research articles reflect how the volume of knowledge was generated by the scientists in a country. The number of quality papers that a nation's researchers write within a time period reflects the scientific productivity of that nation's scientists. The number of authors who wrote a particular research article, on the other hand, mirrors the number of manpower needed to generate the knowledge embodied in the paper. The number of co-authors that a scientist has tells the participation of that scientist in collaborative research efforts, as well as that scientist's dependency with other researchers to generate knowledge. This paper presents the authorship patterns of computer science (CS) research in the Philippines as induced from the archives of scientific papers presented in the Philippine Computer Science Congresses (PCSC) from 2000 to 2010.
1 Although the subject of this paper falls under the CS subdisciplines of graph theory, data structures, information retrieval and mining, visualization, and pattern discovery, the subject matter will be of more interest to the whole computing science community in the Philippines for just one reason: it is all about the Filipino computer scientists. We hope that with this paper, we can understand several factors in CS research that are unique in the Philippine setting. For example, we can quantify the bounds of the amount of scientific knowledge that the Filipino computer scientists generated, as well as the bounds of the number of Filipino computing scientists who conducted research in the past years. We can also identify who are the most prolific computer scientists, as well as those who are with the most number of research collaborators. In general, understanding the patterns on how the Filipino computer scientists generate knowledge may provide discernment on information breakdowns, bottlenecks, and structural holes in the scientific community of CS in the Philippines.
In recent years, the advent of advanced computer-based archiving technologies made most scientific works in the last 10 to 50 years easily accessible via any digital media by virtually anyone from anywhere. Examples of such archives are the Los Alamos e-Print Archive (LAePA) [15] , the Medline Database (Medline) [37] , the Standford Public Information Retrieval System (SPIRES) [35] , the Network of Computer Science Technical Reference (NCSTRL) [17] , the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography (DBLP) [14] , the Samahang Pisika ng Pilipinas ( SPP) [34] , the Transactions of the National Academy of Science and Technology-Annual Scientific Meetings (NAST-ASM), and the Proceedings of the Philippine Society of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (BAE) [25] [26] [27] (Table 1) . These archives compile scientific papers that were recently used by some researchers [7, 8, 18, 19, [22] [23] [24] 38] who conducted data mining techniques to understand the complex nature in scientific research in various fields. Inferred from these archives are results that show that the average papers per author ranges from 2 to 7, while the papers were written by an average of 2 to 9 authors. Depending on the scientific discipline, a given author has an average of 3 to 173 collaborators [7, 18, [22] [23] [24] . SPP  2001  699  840  Agriculture  2006  235  645  NAST-ASM  2006  720  1, 780  ABE  2007  90  171 In the Philippines, we have previously utilized the archives of scientific posters presented at the recent NAST-ASM in an initial attempt to understand the authorship patterns of Filipino agricultural scientists [22] . Although Philippine-based scientific journals and proceedings in agricultural science abound, we assumed that the papers compiled in the NAST-ASM archives represent the majority of scientific knowledge discovered by Filipino agricultural scientists, not only because of the sheer volume of knowledge it contains, but also because of the quality of knowledge presented having been reviewed, and often times authored, by no less than the nation's Academicians and National Scientists. Using the NAST-ASM archives to infer the authorship patterns of scientists from specific disciplines proved to be difficult to do, even though works of scientists in a specific field might already be included in the archives. Examples of such disciplines are the Physics, the Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE), and the CS disciplines. The reason for this is that the NAST-ASM archives did not label both the scientists and the research works as belonging to either the Physics, the ABE or the CS discipline. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Archive of Scientific Papers
We have utilized the author information from 326 peerreviewed papers presented during the 2000 to 2010 PCSC [2] [3] [4] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The papers presented each year are archived electronically in CDROM format, which is distributed to PCSC participants and paper presentors during the conference. The CDROM contains papers that are usually in portable document format (PDF) and comes with a table of contents that is also in PDF. An easily parseable hypertext markup language (HTML) format of the archive is also accessible from the website of the Computing Society of the Philippines [9] . Table 3 In this study, we considered a scientific paper as either a keynote paper, a plenary (invited) paper, a tutorial paper, or a contributed paper. These paper types are present in all PCSC with the exception of the first year and the latest two years. In 2000 PCSC, a poster paper session (POSTERS) was included and the 2000 archive includes these paper type. In PCSC 2009, the researchin-progress session (RIPS) was instituted. RIPS allows the oral presentation of papers that are usually authored by undergraduate students and are categorized by the paper review panelists as incomplete or in progress but are already worthy of oral presentation. The PCSC 2009 archive, however, did not label whether the paper was RIPS or not. Thus, we assumed here that the 2009 PCSC archive does not include the RIPS. In PCSC 2010, POSTERS was reinstituted. Both RIPS and POSTERS papers are included in the 2010 PCSC archive. However, we did not include these papers in our study because as of this writing, the author information is incomplete for papers with more than one author.
In our analysis of the co-authorship patterns, we considered an archive P = {P1, P2, . . . , PN } of N scientific papers, with each paper Pi having a list Ai = {Aj|Aj ∈ A, |Ai| = Mi} of Mi authors. From the author information in P, we created a database of distinct authors
Ai = ∅, which means that all authors have written exactly one paper. Our results show that this is not the case in Philippine CS research.
Building the Paper-Author Bipartite Graph
Given P and A, we built the paper-author bipartite graph PAG = (P A, E ), where E = {(i, j)|Pi ∈ P, Aj ∈ A}. For each paper Pi, we created a bipartite subgraph (sub-bigraph) PAGi composed of a type-P vertex labeled Pi, and Mi type-A vertices with the respective labels as in Ai. We then created edges in PAGi by connecting the type-P vertex with all the Mi type-A vertices. The ith sub-bigraph induced by Pi represents the one-to-many relationship between the ith paper and its Mi authors. We then connected all N sub-bigraphs via each sub-bigraph's common type-A vertices. The resulting graph
PAGi is the paper-author bipartite graph PAG. Intuitively, PAG may be built with a time complexity of O(N × M ) but we reduced this to O(N × log M ) by using a balanced binary tree structure for A. Figure 1(a-c) shows how the PAG was created for a hypothetical paper archive P composed of two papers P1 and P2 written by authors A1, A2, A3, and A4. In this scenario, P1 was co-authored by A1 and A2, while P2 was jointly written by A2, A3, and A4. In both papers, A2 was the common author. Separately, the sub-bigraph induced by P1 is PAG1 = ({P1, A1, A2}, {(1, 1), (1, 2)}), while the sub-bigraph induced by P2 is PAG2 = ({P2, A2, A3, A4}, {(2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4)}).
The subbigraphs PAG1 and PAG2 are connected through the common vertex A2 to create PAG = (P A, E ), where P = {P1, P2}, A = {A1, A2, A3, A4}, and
Building the Co-authorship Graph
We built the co-authorship graph CAG from PAG as follows. For each vertex Pi ∈ PAG, we deleted all incedent edges to (or from) Pi, as well as Pi itself, and created in its instead a complete subgraph CAGi = (Ai, Ei), where Ei = {(j, k)|Aj , A k ∈ Ai, j = k} and |Ei| = Mi(Mi − 1)/2 connecting all pairwise combinations of Aj, A k ∈ Ai, j = k. The fully-connected subgraph CAGi represents the co-authorship graph of authors who co-wrote the ith paper Pi. The resulting
CAGi is the co-authorship graph of CS researchers in the Philippines. Because some authors have not collaborated, some vertices Ai ∈ CAG are not connected to any of the other vertices Aj ∈ CAG. Figure 1 (e-g) shows the flow diagram of the procedure on how CAG was created from the hypothetical example mentioned above. The co-authorship subgraph induced by P1 is CAG1 = ({A1, A2}, {(1, 2)}), while the co-authorship subgraph induced by P2 is CAG2 = ({A2, A3, A4}, {(2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}).
The subgraphs CAG1 and CAG2 are connected through the common vertex A2 to create the co-authorship graph CAG(A, Ec), where A = {A1, A2, A3, A4} and Ec = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4)}.
In building CAG, we adopted the same assumptions made by Newman [18] : (1) That all pairs of authors Ai and Aj, ∀i = j, who have written a paper together are genuinely acquainted with one another; and (2) That the co-authorship graph CAG reflects a genuine professional interaction between Filipino computer scientists.
Computing for node degrees
From PAG, we can infer an N × M matrix PAM that mathematically represents the adjacency of PAG. Each matrix element PAMi,j = 1 if the ith paper is written or co-written by the jth author. Otherwise, PAMi,j = 0. The PAM of the hypothetical PAG discussed above is shown in Figure 1(d) . It is interesting to note that PAMi,j > 1 as no distinct author name appears more than once in the author line of a paper. From CAG, we can infer an M × M diagonally symmetric co-authorship matrix CAM that mathematically represents ties between the M scientists. Each matrix element CAM j,k = CAM k,j = 1 if and only if author Aj has collaborated with author A k with at least one paper. Since collaboration is a symmetric relation, CAM j,k = 1 implies CAM k,j = 1, which means that author A k collaborates with author Aj in response. Without losing generality, we set all diagonal elements CAMj,j = 0. If Aj has not collaborated with A k , then CAM j,k = CAM k,j = 0. Figure 1(h) shows the computed CAM of the hypothetical CAG. Using CAM, the vertex degree ∆ C i of the ith author, which reflects the number of co-authors Ai has, is computed as shown in Equation 3, while the minimum CAMIN, average CAAVG, and maximum CAMAX number of co-authors are respectively computed as in Equations 10 to 12.
Degree Distributions in PAG and CAG
The frequency distribution ρ(∆) of a vertex degree ∆ is a graph-based quantity that has been much studied and applied recently for various co-authorship graphs [8, 18, 19] and social networks [5, 21] . It provides the frequency that a randomly selected vertex has ∆ edges (or degrees). Graphs with high-degree yet low cardinality vertices have long-tailed ρ(∆) and are called scale-free graphs. Such graphs follow the power law distribution (Equation 13) and oftentimes model the relationships of naturally occuring entities, such as that of proteins and their interactions [33] . We hypothesized that PAG and CAG are scale-free and thus their respective ρ follow a power-law. To test this hypothesis, we fitted a power law line each on ρ(∆ P ), ρ(∆ A ), and ρ(∆ C ) and statistically tested the power to be significantly different from zero at α = 0.05 (where α is taken as the probability of the two-tailed alternative greater than the test statistics). The power law distribution is statistically estimated by the frequency y in Equation 14 and involves the vertex degree ∆, a constant c, and the power ϕ, which is also known as the fractal dimension [13] . We estimated the values of c and ϕ by using a linear regression analysis in the power law's linear form (Equation 14). 
Productivity and collaboration
An author Ai ∈ A has an inherent vector of valued attributes (τ1, τ2), wherein in this research we set τ1 = PA and τ2 = CA. we hypothesized that PA and CA have a high positive correlation such that authors who are productive, as measured by their high PA, are also those who have high number of memberships in various collaboration efforts, as measured by their high CA. High positive correlation would also mean that authors who are less productive (i.e., low PA) are those who write alone or their number of collaborators is relatively small (i.e., low CA). We tested the hypothesis by estimating the Pearson correlation r and statistically testing it against zero (i.e., we hypothesize that r = 0). We utilized the Pearson statistics because the causality relation between PA and CA was not established (i.e., we do not know whether PA causes CA, or vice versa, or whether such relation exists at all).
Assortativity in CAG
Given an attribute τ of a vertex, the assortativity r of a graph is the tendency of vertices to be connected to like vertices [20] , such that there are more edges between vertices with high τ values than between a high-τ vertex and a low-τ vertex. We started its computation by relabeling each vertex Ai ∈ CAG(A, Ec) by its τ , and converting all undirected edges in E to bidirectional edges to create E d . The resulting graph CAAG(A ′ , E d ), where A ′ is just the relabeled vertices in A, and |E d | = 2 × |Ec|. We used a mixing matrix CAAM, where each matrix element CAAMi,j represents the fraction of all edges in CAAG that start at ai and end at aj , such that i,j CAAMi,j = 1. Let fi be the fraction of all edges in CAAG that are incident to ai, thus fi = j CAAMi,j . The assortativity r can be approximated by the Pearson correlation coefficient discussed by Newman [20] and subsequently used by Bird et al. [8] . Assortativity is when all vertices in CAG are connected only to vertices with similar τ (i.e., r > 0). Dissortativity (or negative assortativity r < 0) is when high-τ vertices are only connected to low-τ ones. Using the degree ∆ as τ , Figure 1 (i-j) shows how the CAG of the hypothetical example discussed above was transformed into CAAG, as well as how the CAAMi,j was computed. In this paper, we independently used PA and CA as τ to separately discover the general preference of CS researchers in choosing a collaborator in terms of the collaborator's PA and CA, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PCSC Paper Archive
For this study, we utilized the archive P of papers presented during the 2000 to 2010 PCSC to infer the authorship patterns of Filipino computer scientists. The total number of papers presented in these conventions is N = 326, while the number of authors is M = 605. As pointed out by Newman [18] , one particular issue that we were concerned about was the number of names L that appear in P, which clearly identifies distinct authors. This is because L is not necessarily the same as M . For example, author Ai may format his name differently on different papers, such that the names Juan dela Cruz, Dela Cruz, Juan, and J. dela Cruz could all belong to him. This scenario would mean that M = 3, but in fact L = 1. On the contrary, two distinct authors Ai and Aj may have the same name, such that the name Maria Maquiling could belong to both. This means that M = 1, while in fact L = 2. This apparent name ambiguity problem has already been given approximate solutions by various techniques [10, 11, 36, 39] that use additional information found in the papers, such as the names of the authors' respective home institutions and their subdisciplines. However, we could not use these additional information because there are authors who belong to more than one institution, and due to multi-specialty research collaborations, they could publish in other subdisciplines. Further, the author information in P rarely includes the subdisciplines. In order to solve these issues, we performed our analysis using the author's surname and first and second names' initials, knowing full well that we may be overestimating the true value of M . In this regard, having L ≥ M in this research may give us a guarantee that our results provide the respective upper bounds of the patterns. Figure 2 shows the annual trend of cumulative number of authors and papers presented in the 9-year PCSC. Based on simple regression analysis, we found out that PCSC has attracted about 60 new authors per year who helped co-write about 33 new papers annually. After extrapolating these lines to 5 years into the future, we can see that in 2015 the number of distinct authors that will be contributing to PCSC will reach to 843 while the number of papers that will be contributed will reach to 458. Table 4 summarizes the values inferred from PAG. On the average, the CS authors in the Philippines have writen about 1.42 papers, while papers were written by an average of 2.64 authors. The Filipino authors have collaborated, on the average, with 3.70 other authors. We have shown the comparison of these simple statistics with other various national and international research co-authorship graphs ( Table 2) . As inferred also from PAG, we have identified the top five researchers with the most number of papers in the archive: PC Naval (20 papers), RP Salaña (19), HN Adorna (16), RC Sison (15), and REO Roxas and JDL Caro (10 each). We have annotated the vertices in Figures 3 and 4 to visualize the respective relative positions of these authors in PAG and CAG.
Inferences from PAG
Number of authors per paper
The Filipino CS research papers have been written on the average by 2.64 authors, which is lower compared to that of the ABE (APAVG = 3.02), the agricultural science (APAVG = 3.81) and NAST sciences (APAVG = 3.70) in the country. This means that in the Philippines, creating new scientific information requires less number of authors in CS than in other disciplines. In the international co-authorship graphs, more authors are needed to write new information in the field of biomedical research (APAVG = 3.75), and significantly more authors in the high-energy physics (APAVG = 8.96). However, the Filipino CS research papers needed more authors on the average compared to that in the international CS's (APAVG = 2.22).
Number of papers per author
On the average, the Filipino CS researchers have written less papers (PAAVG = 1.42) than their ABE (PAAVG = 1.59) and NAST (PAAVG = 1.52) counterparts, but more than the agricultural (PAAVG = 1.39) scientists in the country. However, the average scientific productivity of Filipino computer scientists, measured by the number papers written per author, still falls behind the international averages. The international biomedical researchers, high-energy physicists, and computer scientists have respectively written an average of 6.4, 11.6, and 2.55 papers. Figure 4 presents a visualization of the co-authorship graph CAG created from the papers in P. In this visualization, it can easily be seen that the graph of CS research co-authorship in the Philippines is composed of disconnected subgraphs. We have found out that authors in each of the subgraphs belong to the same institution. This means that CS authors collaborate only to authors who belong to the same institution, and that cross-institution collaborations do not exist yet in the Philippines setting. It is understandable, 
Inferences from CAG
Number of collaborators per author
In the area of collaborative research, same number of collaborators as that of the international counterparts (CAAVG = 3.59).
Degree Distributions
Figures 5 shows the respective degree (∆ P , ∆ A , and ∆ C ) frequencies of the vertices in PAG and CAG, each plotted in scatter (for raw data) and line (predicted) plots. Figure 5(a) shows the scatter and predicted line plots of the frequency distribution of the number of authors per paper in normal and log-log scales. Here we see that the predicted line plots follow a power law form. The power law line that we we found has the form y = 269.15(∆ P ) −2.04 with R 2 = 0.71. Both coefficients c = 269.15 and ϕ = −2.04 are significantly different from zero at 1% statistics, respectively, confirming our hypothesis that ρ(∆ P ) obeys a power law distribution. We did not include the distribution for ∆ A = 0 because no paper could have been written by zero authors (i.e., no paper has a missing author information). 2. The co-authorship of CS research in the country is scale invariant. This means that the properties of CAG that we observed in this study, as well as the patterns of co-authorship and publication, will not change as much when the number of authors M increases. This makes CAG a scalefree graph.
Correlation Between
PA and CA Figure 6 (a) shows the scatter plot between PA and CA. The scatter plot shows that they are positively correlated with r = 0.7425. This suggests that the scientific productivity of the country's CS researchers, as measured by their number of papers, is correlated with the researchers' participation in collaborative research efforts, as measured by their number of co-authors. A highly productive scientist is most likely to have a high number of collaborators, and vice versa. This observation is particularly true in scientific publications because a large group of scientists has more manpower available for writing papers. Figure 6 (b-c) shows the mixing plots for correlating the PA and the CA of each researcher. These correlations quantify how a computer scientist chooses his collaborator based on the similarity or dissimilarity of his and the collaborator's attributes. Based on the Pearson correlation analysis, a computer scientist chooses a collaborator who has a dissimilar PA (−0.1015) or CA (r = −0.0398) as he has. We expect that a computer scientist with a low PA will most likely chooses a collaborator whose PA is high.
Assortative mixing in CAG
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we inferred two graphs PAG and CAG from the author information of CS papers in the country using various computational techniques. The graphs were based on publication data in various PCSC with 326 papers written by 605 authors. A large number of calculations were performed on the graphs, including the fundamental averages APAVG = 2.64, PAAVG = 1.42, and CAAVG = 3.70. The respective frequency distributions of these quantities follow a power law which suggests that most papers were written by scientists with a small number of collaborators, while few papers were authored by those with large number of collaborators. Specifically, the power ϕ = −1.88 of the frequency distribution for PA closely agrees with Lotka's law of scientific productivity. The productivity of the scientists, as measured by PA, is positively correlated with the scientist's participation in a number of collaborative research efforts, as measured by CA, suggesting that highly productive scientists are more likely to have a high number of collaborators, and scientists with high number of collaborators are more likely to be highly productive. The assortativity tests show that scientists prefer to conduct collaborative research endeavors with scientists whose number of papers and collaborators are different from theirs. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the scientific enterprise in the CS field in the Philippines will be significantly be given a boost if collaboration among scientists will be promoted (e.g., maybe through governmental policies and other programs).
The following efforts are already underway as extensions to this research endeavor:
1. Time study to measure the dynamics and evolution of CAG. The current effort did not measure how the current CAG has evolved to what it is today. Thus, the extended study tests several hypotheses regarding the nature of the development of the CAG, including the social phenomenon called preferential attachment. Preferential attachment, also known as theâȂIJrich gets richerâȂİ adage, is the tendency of new scientists to build collaborations with prolific scientists, and then later on seek more collaborations with other prolific ones. These tendencies make scientists with high number of papers to write more papers in a given time than others.
2. Development of a National Researcher Database System. Due to the inherent name ambiguity encountered in the conduct of this research, it is recommended that a National Researcher Database System (NRDS) be developed. NRDS will keep track of the changes in names used by a researcher, and at the same time be a repository of scientific articles in the Philippines. The content of the repository may be used as the National Index of Scientific papers in the Philippines. With the NRDS, a citation network may also be inferred to compute the impact factor, not only of the journals and proceedings, but also of the papers themselves.
